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Objective: To evaluate breast cancer screening according to demographic data, number, and geographical distribution of
mammography units, screening coverage, and technology available. Method: This is an ecological study carried out among
diagnostic centers with functioning mammography machines. We included all centers offering mammography in 2019.
Correlations between the municipal human development index (HDI) and breast screening coverage were evaluated and
the age of available equipment was compared between the public (SUS) and the private healthcare sector. Results were
compared with a 2008 study. Results: In Goiás, 164 mammography units were operational, with 66 (40%) serving the
SUS. Overall, the proportion of women/unit was 7,008/1 aged 40–69 years and 3,949/1 for women aged 50–69 years.
Approximately 400,896 scans were performed — a mean of 200 scans/month (5–1,000) or 9 scans/day. Screening coverage
was 83.2%, with 17.1% of these scans being performed within the SUS. The HDI correlated moderately but not significantly
with screening coverage. There was no statistically significant difference in the mean age of the equipment between the
SUS (14.29±7.79 years) and the private sector (15.17±7.67 years). When compared with the 2008 results, there was a decrease
in the percentage of conventional units from 75.7% to 6%, an increase in computed radiography systems from 24.3% to
86.7%, and the introduction of digital radiography (7.3%). Conclusions: In 2019, breast-screening coverage in Goiás reached
83.2%, with 17.1% being conducted within the SUS. The geographical distribution of mammography units is heterogeneous
and productivity is low. Compared with 2008, availability is increased and the standard of the equipment is improved.
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